Abstract. This coal mine rescue equipment can provide emergency refuge, basic conditions for survival for distress miners in event of a sudden emergency. In accordance with the mining flameproof (and safety)type lithium manganese dioxide primary battery power and other safety technical specification, developed a lithium primary battery management system which uses the 32 bit LPC1758 as its master controller MCU cooperate with C8051F500 as its slave controller MCU.This system can be real-time monitoring of various operation parameters of the battery and it is a system with safety and reliability, high degree of automation, flexible combination and other advantages. This system is able to meet various mine emergency rescue equipment energy demands.
Introduction
As a big energy consumption country, coal accounts for nearly 70% [1] in energy production of China. The frequent mine disasters not only cause the loss of life and family breakdown, but also cause serious economic losses and adverse social impact. Therefore the building up of downhole emergency disaster avoidance system in modern mine, can effectively reduce the casualties [2] .Mine rescue and refuge chamber and other emergency rescue equipment play an important equipment role in the emergency safety system, the use of large capacity power supply can provide power for survival equipment, maintain its persistent work when the external power supply is interrupted, so the research based on the mine rescue and other emergency equipment used the battery power is very necessary.
Lithium primary battery [3] is a kind of chemical battery which can't be charged to make its recovery after discharge,with high working voltage, high specific energy, wide working temperature range, stable performance and large current discharge, long storage time, the advantages of free maintenance [3] [4] . Its application will become the trend of the time in coal mine equipment especially rescue equipment
System Structure
The lithium primary battery management system is consist of the master control board of battery, battery data acquisition board (slave control board), power supply conversion module, intrinsic safety power output module, and the non-intrinsic safety power output module, liquid crystal display module and the battery module, the structure of lithium primary battery management system can be saw in Fig.1 .
The battery module is composed of 6 battery pack in parallel, each battery pack has 9 cell in series ,and each battery pack will be put into a battery box. The slave controller send the real-time monitoring data to the master controller through CAN bus [5] and the master controller analyzes the data then make appropriate action ,the master controller will send the information to liquid crystal display by RS485 for display. 
System Function
The slave control board can accomplish the acquistion of total branch voltage, branch temperature of each battery pack and the total current of the battery module. Using the ampere-hour integral [6] and the open circuit voltage method [6] to calculate the state of charge(SOC) [7] [8] of battery , store and get the collect data to the PC,controlling the relay how to action. Founction of the slave control board is shown in Fig.2 
.(a).
The master control board is responsible for collecting the total voltage of each battery pack, and the total current.Realization the detection of the intrinsic safety power supply output module, non-intrinsic safety output modules and power supply mode.Completion of the corresponding logic control and alarm together with the storage and sending of data information. Founction of the master control board is shown in The power supply conversion modules are powered for the master-slave control panel, intrinsic safety power supply, non-intrinsic safety power supply and LCD module.The intrinsic safety power supply output modules can provide intrinsically safe power supply for directly exposed to explosive atmospheres intrinsically safe device and various environmental detection sensor.Non-intrinsic safety output module can provide power for various types of equipment in the rescue capsule, such as communications equipment, lighting, oxygen systems, air conditioning system and so on .The software design is developed in the UC/OS -II [9] embedded real-time operating system platform .
Hardware Design
According to the function of the battery management system and the actual control of external devices,the master control board uses 32 bit LPC1758 as its MCU which can run at frequencies of up to 100 MHz cooperate with current sensor, relay, optical coupling isolation, acquisition module
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together with other parts to accomplish the founction of master board. Physical diagram of the master control board is shown in Fig.3.(a) . The battery data acquisition board use C8051F500 as its slave controller MCU which has 12-bit ADC,40 I/O and CAN 2.0 controller,selecting TJA1050 CAN transceiver. Through the controlling of relay, realize conversion between external power supply and battery power.Physical diagram of the slave control board is shown in Fig.3.(b) .
(a) (b) Fig.3 
Working Process
The working process of the system is shown in Fig.4 when the external power supply disappears, automatically start the standby power supply. This design can ensure MCU non-stop work and reliable operation. In order to reduce battery energy consumption, selecting 30V external power supply above the battery voltage. Through the parallel circuit, the battery does not output to the external device when the external power supply is normal.
When working in the downhole, the system with external 127V /AC, through the AC/DC (127V/30V)and the master control board DC/DC (30V/5V) module to supply power to the master control board at that time the MCU monitoring the power supply side has 30V, regard the system is powerd by the external AC power supply, relay J1, J2, J3 does not work, disconnect the battery pathway, battery does not output. when the downhole power outages, AC/DC 30V disappear, battery monitoring board MCU monitoring external voltage disappear,relay J1, J2, J3 take action, battery began to supply power to external load. At the same time J4 switch to inverter power supply, through 5V intrinsic safety power output for the LCD power supply; Relay J2, J3 can also be used to make intelligent protection switch. When the system detects one current over 12A, system will startup intelligent protection switch, cut off the relay J2, J3,then first startup the J2, if the current is still too large, the judgement is non-intrinsic power output module 2 appear short circuit or over current. Closed J2, J3, otherwise only start the J2; After 30 minutes later and automatic recovery disconnect relay examine whether the failure is still exist.
Add terminal lines to 127V/24V AC/DC and other three intrinsic safety power supply output which can real-time detect three intrinsic safety power output and 127/24V power output,they are used to determine whether the device is working correctly, providing the function of fault diagnosis and localization when found a certain device does not work, can accurate positioning and alarm reminding.
Conclusions
After testing, each part can met the design requirements of the lithium primary battery management system for mine emergency rescue equipment, realization the real-time detection of voltage,temperature, current, SOC, transmission and storage.This system can also provide over current, over-discharge ,over-temperature protection and other security protection when a failure occurs can automatically for fault diagnosis. Our design is easy to operate, users can be freely combined according to need. The system is wide application. Not only as underground emergency standby power, but also as underground power usage of various types of rescue equipment.
